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INTRODUCTION . . .__

If the effective interaction for the (p,n) reaction were the
free N-N force, and the free N-N force vere the one pion exchange
force, then the 12c(p>n)12}q spectrum at 0° would look just like
what is actually seen in a recent 120 MeV experiment (sea fig*
1). Inverting the statement to claim that fig. 1 shows that the
effective force is that of the one pion exchange potential would
be overstating the case. It is, however, fair to say that new
data in the 100-200 MeV energy range suggest an OPEP-like
interaction with its characteristic spin-isospin operator, while
at lower energy (p,n) spectra look qualitatively different with
the spin independent IAS transition dominating the spectrum.

Until recently high energy (p,n) data with resolved levels
were not available because of the difficulty of performing the
experiments. However, such data are now becoming available with
the installation of a beam swinger* at the Indiana University
Cyclotron Facility and the development of large, time compensated
detectors.^

In this paper I shall review the use of the (p,n) in
exploring effective interactions. I shall show some new data
from IUCF, and shall emphasize the differences between low and
high energy data* I shall also briefly describe the experimental
problems and discuss the techniques ve are using at IUCF.

•Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the U.S. Department of
Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26.
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THE (p,a) ptfTION AS AN INTERACTION PROBE

^3 ̂ nfC^***^ reaction was the discovery reaction for isobaric
analog states. The IAS discovery spectrum3 is shown in fig. 2.
The dominance of the IAS peak is typical of (p,n) spectra in the
10-40 MeV range.

The earliest. modelj*_due to Lane, assumed that a symmetry
term..was present in the nucleon-nucleus optical potential. In
isospin notation this term had the form (1/A)VT(T«T), where T is
the isospin operator for the nucleon and T is the total isospin
operator for the nucleus. VT is a strength. Treated as a per-
turbing potential, this .terra_gives .rise_tp_the. IAS__excitatiqn in
a (p,n) reaction through, the T.+T!~ .component. ......_ _.

In the Lane model tlaejdominance, of the. IAS peak comes about
through the cooperative interaction of reaction and structure
effects. The.T'T term.in. the interaction connects the target
state to any final state that has a structure component differing
from the target state only in isospin projection. At the same,
time the nuclear structure is such that such a component is found
almost exclusively in a single state, the IAS.

In this purely macroscopic form the model accounts for the
excitation only of the IAS. No other state is connected to the
target state by the T*T~ component. The magnitude of the IAS
cross section can be used as a sensitive measure of the value of
VT. In addition, since the total T~ operator is "he sum of
single particle t~ operators for the individual nucleons, the
IAS cross section can also be analyzed to yield an effective
two-body vT in a microscopic model. Many experimental studies
have been motivated by these ideas.5 The extraction of the Lane
potential is covered in other contributions to this conference.

It was recognized shortly after the first IAS experiments
that other states connected to the target state by a spin-isospin
operator could also be excited through the (p,n) reaction.. In
beta decay language the IAS transition is between states con-
nected by the allowed Fermi beta decay operator. The (p,n) reac-
tion can also excite states connected by the Gamow-Teller
operator. The Fermi and the Gamow-Teller states are excited
through different pieces of the effective interaction.

The macroscopic term (T«T) can be thought of as the sum of
two-body, uucleon-nucleon interaction terms E(T*T£) where the
subscripted operator refers to nucleons in the nucleus, It hap-
pens for this Fermi-like term that the sum of the individual
nucleon isospin operators is the total isospin operator for the
nucleus. The Gamow-Teller like operator, I (a "O"£)(T*Ti), does n o t

correspond to a total nuclear operator, but it does have a simple



connection with yell knowti nuclear structure; i t connects states
between which there would be Gatnow-Teller beta decay were i t
energetically possible.

The Livermore group** exploited these ideas using a model
in which the (p,n) interaction is the sum of two parts,

....YXKT.TJ.) and.Vax-(?#oi)(T*Ti). . . . U)

They determined values for Vx. and Vax through measuring the (p,n)
cross sections^for transitions where the Fermi and GamowrTeller
matrix elements were known from beta decay. In particular, they
exploited the case_of.jLi(p,n).?Be..to_the ground state and. first...
excited statelas illustrated- in fig= 3. ...It-is assumed-that the--
ground state transition is the.incoherent su;i of_a VT term and a
V0T term, (the interference vanishes unless both the projectile
and target are polarized.) The excited state involves only the

Vr- ...:.-::....•..:.— . - _ - - -
A Michigan State group' extended the same model and ana-

. lysis up to 45 MeV. The results are summarized in Table 7.. .

TABLE I. (V O T/V T)
2 vs. proton energy.

E p (MeV) (VaT/VT)
2 Source

10-20
25
35
45

0.44
0.48
0.61
0.76

ref.
ref.
ref.
ref.

6
7
7
7

In the foregoing, the interaction is taken to be quite
simple and only monopole terms are considered. Moffa and
Walker° discuss the generalized interaction including tensor,
spin-orbit, and higher multipole terms.

One may also consider the coupling of the (p,n? reaction to
collective modes of excitation (see, for example, Sjtchler^).
In this talk, however, I shall not discuss collective excita-
tions. I wish to emphasize the nucleon-nucleon aspects of the
(p,n) reaction. Collective effects are, however, discussed
elsewhere in this conference.

The interactions derived from the (p,n) studies already .men-
tioned have been essentially phenomenological. Currently there



is considerable effort to derive interactions based on the free
N-N force. Following the work of Kuo and Brown*** for bound
states, Bertsch et al.^ have derived effective interactions
for reactions that" are parameter free in the serse that they are
constrained to agree with the free N-N force at some point in
their derivations and are not adjusted to fit reaction data.

_„ Love*2 and Petrevich^ have used the MSU G-matrix in
nucleon-nucleus reaction calculations. Love*^ has also carried
out DW1A calculations using a t matrix generated Dy fitting free
N-N phase shifts, Picklesimer and Walker*5 have created a
generalize '. interaction from a global fit over a wide energy
range of t\e free N-N phase shifts. Comparisons.of .these.various
calculations with data are shown in papers in these proceedings
by Love, Petrovich, and Picklesiaer, and in this, paper..

Inasmuch as the reaction cross section depends on both the.
interaction and the structure, one can emphasize the exploration
of one or the other aspects by the choice of target and final
states. I wish now to emphasize the use of known structure to
filter out selectively certain components.of the interaction. .

In free N-N scattering the natural observables do not make a
representation that picks out a force of the form of OPEP. As
Signell has said "It might be of interest to note that the one
pion exchange process is not a prominent one in the experimental
data; finding its ef.fect is much like looking for the proverbial
needle in a haystack."^ However, in nuclear scattering the
structure relationships between the target state and the final
excited states may act as selective filters for components of the
interaction. In 12c(p)tl)12]$ t n e ground state acts as a filter
for the OPEP component of the nuclear force, and the sharp peak
in fig. 1 is, so to speak, the needle clearly standing out of the
haystack.

The long range part of the N-N interaction is believed to be
•the one pion exchange potential which may be written as

VOPEP = *2(*c2>Y V Y ° 2 + s12
x • mcr/B .

To discern the qualitative aspects of the signature of OPEP
let us consider the way in which the isospin and spin operators
enter into the central term. (We shall ignore the tensor part
temporarily and s*y only that Sj2 is a function of the relative
orientation of the two nucleon spins with respect to each other
and with respect to the radius vector between the nucleons.



I.

I There is no term in the OPEP that does not contain both spin and
: isospin operators.)

We are concerned with the operator product ( i 2 ) ( l 2 ^
Suppose particle 1 is the projectile and particle 2 is a neutron
in the nucleus. This may be expanded out to the ferm:

For the direct part in which particle 1 emerges as a
neutron, only the terms with.Tj+ as, a factor contribute.
(Calculations show that the direct part dominates over the
exchange part at forward angles.1?) _The operator of interest
is then . .

If the projectile interacts with a single bound nucleon, the
resultant excitation will in general project onto several of the
possible final states, and the projections differ according to
how the spin, isospin and momentum are changed by the interaction.

Consider the schematic picture shown in fig. 4 representing
a l^C nucleus. The boxas represent the single particle states
in an L-S coupling representation. The occupancy arrangement
represses one term in a 0+, T=0 state.

The spin independent isospin operator, ^ C?i+Ti~) which is
( ) f £ (T *) £ ithe (p,n) part of £ (Tj *£), w £ n yield zero ior a T=0 target.

From the diagram tnis can be seen in that if a neutron is
changed to a proton the corresponding state that the proton must
occupy is already filled. (This need not be true for every term
individually, but the result will be zero when the summation is
carried out.)

The spin dependent isospin operator, | (oi*°i)(Tj-Tj-) will, in
general, not yield zero. From the diagram this can be seen also
since the corresponding spin flipped state need not be occupied
unless the total S=0.



The spin independent operator is similar to a Fermi beta
decay operator and the spin dependent operator is similar to a
Gawow-Teller beta decay operator.

THE (p,n) REACTION ON SELF CONJUGATE TARGETS

As seen in figc 1, the 12C(p,n)12N spectrum for 120 MeV at
0" is dominated by a single peak, the ground state transition.
The analog in 12C of the ground state of 12N is the J* = 1+, T=l
state at 15.1 MeV. .. ... .

It has been known that in back angle, inelastic electron
scattering on carbon the .1+, T=l state at 15.1 MeV is preferen-
tially excited.18 Back angle electron scattering emphasizes Ml
transitions. The enhanced excitation was explained by the com-
bined work of Morpurgo** and Kurath.2^ Morpurgo pointed out ...
that on a T=0 nucleus there is a near cancellation of the isosca-
lar part of the Ml operator and the isovector part is large. This
isovector part contains an orbital current term and a magnetic
moment (hence spin) term.._ Kurath showed that the spin-isospin
strength for carbon in particular, and more generally in T=0 nuclei,
is concentrated in a single state or very few close states for the
case of an approximately half filled major shell. This is an
interesting finding when one considers, for example, that even
the restricted space of eight particles in the p shell (*2C)
allow; eight T=l, 1+ states. The spin-flip isospin-flip strength
from ;he ground state of *2C is not distributed at all uniformly
amony them, but is concentrated almost entirely in a single
statii. Thia implies that |T~(a*a)i|>Og>ge> is approximately an
eigenfunction of the nuclear Hamiltonian.

For tie l2C(p,n)*2N reaction, the nuclear operator in the
interaction term (a* O ^ K T * T^) is just a. different isospin projec-
tion of the same operator that connects the ground state of " C
to the 15.1 MeV state. Thus the concentration of strength seen
for the 15.1 MeV state in 180° electron scattering on *2C is
another manifestation of the same effect that produces a con-
centration of strength in the ground state in *2C(p,,n)l2N. In
general the relationship between 180° electron scattering and 0°
(p,o.) reactions will be simple only for states for which the
transition density is primarily the spin density. In selecting
the 0° point of observation for (p,n) we have emphasized the
monopoly part of the isovector spin-spin interaction. The 180°
electron scattering emphasizes magnetic transitions for which cne
magnetic moment part i» equivalent to a spin interaction. There
is also a current interaction term. In general a comparison of
electror scattering with (p,n) should provide more structure
information that either probe can provide separately.



There is also a simple relationship between (p,n) and (p,p')
according to an idea due to Adair.22 The cross section for
12C(p,p')12C(15.1) is simply related to 12C(p,n)12N(g,s.) by an
isospin coupling coefficient. cr(p,n) = 2o(p,p') for this case.
This result is borne out by experiment, see figs. 5 and 6. This
result also gives us the opportunity to study the reaction as a
charged particle reaction with good re3olution. In (p,p'),
however, a background of T=0 states is present, so the effect of
the OT operat'— is not striking in the raw data. A more detailed
discussion of comparisons between (p,n) and (p,p') spectra is con-
tained in a paper by C. C. Foster in this conference.

The solid curves in figs. 5 and 6 are DWIA calculations by
Picklesimer and Walker22 using an interaction t matrix that is a
global fit to N-N phase shifts over a wide energy range. Figure 7
shows a calculation by Love*^ using a t matrix fit to N-N phase
shifts near the actual energy. The long range part of that inter-
action is expressly matched to OPEP and the fit to N-N phase
shifts is made by adding shorter range components also."

In 2^Si(p,n)2^? the situation is quantitatively similar to
the carbon case. The strong Ml state in 2^Si is at 11.4 MeV and
the 2.] MeV 1+ state in 2^P is its analog and is strongly excited
in the (p,n) reaction. Figure 8 shows that the 2.1 MeV state is
persistently dominant in the spectrum over a large angular range.

In 2^Mg(p,n)2^Al the spin-isospin strength seems to be split
between two states, at 1.1 and 3.1 MeV, as seen in fig. 9.

Figures 10 and 11 show the differential cross sections
for some 1+ levels. The solid curves are calculations by F.
Petrovich using the MSD G-matrix interaction2^ and Wildenthal-
Chung wave functions.2"

COMPARISON WITH BETA DECAY

As we have seen, the nuclear matrix element for a (a*a)(T*T)
interaction is the same as that which appears in Gamow-Teller
beta decay, and the nuclear matrix element for the (T*T) inter-
action is the same as that which appears in Fermi beta decay.
Thus, we should expect simple relationships between (p,n) cross
sections and beta decay matrix elements. We have also seen that
such a relationship has already been exploited by the Livermore
and MSU groups in the study of 'Li(p,n)'Be. In particular, in
that case, since the two levels that are compared are only a few
hundred keV apart it is argued that the distortion effects are
quite similar for the two levels, so the interaction information
can be extracted reliably even without precisely accurate DWBA
calculations.



In Born approximation the expression for the reaction cross
section has the form:

2J

where vlq) represents an interaction strength as a function of
momentum transfer and p(q) is a transition density as a function of
momentum transfer.

For beta decay a similar expression applies but we are dealing
only with zero" momentum "transfer and only p (0) is relevant." In the
reaction, if the Q value is not too different from"zero the momen-
tum transfer >t 0° is approximately zero.. Also we can reason thai,
tht effect of distortion is tJ reduce the"cross section by some
factor, N,j, that depends on the target and on the projectile
energy. The 0° reaction cross section for Q=0 (k£ = kf) i. then
approximately ". " : "

For Fermi transitions p is the isospin density, |p(0)|^ =
and for Gamow-Teller transitions p is the spin-isospin density
|p(0)|2 = <GT>2. For a general mixed transition

This simple expression is valid only if tensor and exchange
contributions can be ignored. Fetrovich has shown that this is so
for small momentum transfers.^ p o r beta decay

c

where we use values of the constants from Kavanagh,27 (CA/Cy)2

1.5 ± 0.03 and Co » 6200 + 60 sec.



Figure 12 shows the 0° (p,n) cross sections for *2C and 2°Si
at E p = 62 MeV plotted agaiast the <GT>-. There is no propor-
tionality. In fig. 13 a distortion correction is made and there
is a proportionality. The f?'fc.or N<j was arrived at by comparing
plane wave calculations with a distorted wave calculation using an
appropriate optical potential and the correct charges and Q
values. It should be noted that the distortion at 62 MeV is
appreciable.

Figures 14 and 15 show similar plots at E p = 120 MeV, without
and with distortion corrections. Here the distortion correction
is very small suggesting the possibility of obtaining reliable GT
matrix elements for transitions that cannot be observed through
beta decay. In the case of mixed F and GT transitions what is
plotted is the 0° cross section vs. <GT>2 + (VT/V<jT)

2<F>2.
Details on how values for the matrix elements were found are
given in the section Odd Mass Mirror Nuclei below.

VffT AND VT

Figure 16 shows a spectrum for 2%g(p,n)2"Al. With the help
of a fitting program the. high energy end of the spectrum can be
decomposed into peaks assigned to the 0+ analog state at 0.23 MeV,
and 1+ states at 1.06 MeV and 1.85 MeV. The differential cross
sections are shown in fig. 17. Beta decay to these states from
the ground state of 2°Si has been observed and log ft values are
given.2^ We assume that the analogous transitions from 2^Mg
have the same matrix elements. Using the beta decay information
to obtain the matrix elements and comparing the (p,n) cross sec-
tions for the 0.23 MeV and the 1.06 MeV states, we arrive at
(VCTT/VT)

2 = 4.6.

ODD MASS MIRROR NUCLZI

In general the beta decay transitions between odd mass mirror
nuclei are mixed F and GT transitions. For 7Li(p,n)7Be the first
excited stale of 'Be at 0.48 MeV is not resolved, so the differen-
tial cross section shown in figs. 14 and 15 is assumed to be made
of the F and GT parts of the mirror transition and the GT tran-
sition to the 0.48 MeV states. The beta decay frora the ground
state of 7Be to the ground state and first excited states of 7Li
have been studied and log ft values are known.2^ The equivalent
matrix element used in figs. 14 and 15 is <GT>Q 43 * ''nT>n +
(VT/VaT<F>0)2.

In "Be(p,n)"B it is not possible to measure beta decay.
Figure 18 shows the distribution of calculated GT strength using
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the Cohen and Kuratb interaction.30 For E p = 120 Mev the
spectrum appears to contain three peaks, the ground state, a
state at about 3.6 MeV and a weak shoulder on that peak
corresponding to about 4.7 MeV of excitation. The differential
cross sections for the ground ?tate and the 3.6 MeV state track
each other quite well, fig. 19, and it seems reasonable to
assume that the 3.6 MeV peak represents a GT transition.

.•Figure 20 shows a ^3C(p,n)A%. spectrum... Figure 21 shows a
calculation of GT strength. The ground state beta decay has been
measured and the deduced value of <CT>|xp ..= 0.274. The calculated
value of 0.323 is in reasonable agreement with the beta decay
value. The .^3C g.s. points, on figs. 14 and_ 15 are. based on__the
experimental-<GT>^. .. _ ..... _

The 27^i(p>n)27si spectrum is shown in fig. 22. Beta decay
rates are known to a few of the . low .-lying levels in ^7^i from the
ground state of ?7si. The ground state transition is of course
mixed F and GT. We assume that the second peak in the spectrum
is due to the sum of the GT transitions to the levels at 2.2 .
MeV,.2»7 MeV, and-3.0 MeV. . • _•

The expected ratio of the second peak to the ground state
from the beta decay information is 0.52. Peak fitting results on
the (p,n) spectrum range from 0.47 to 0.67, these limits
corresponding to two extreme assumptions about the background
under the unresolved peaks.

ENERGY DFP2NDENCE OF THE (p,n) SPECTRA

The most striking difference between low energy (p,n) spectra
(Ep £ 45 MeV) and high energy (p,n) spectra (Ep £ 100 MeV) is
that the Fermi transitions dominate the low energy spectra and the
Gamow-Teller transitions dominate the high energy spectra. To
some extent this can be understood in terms of a changing ratio of
VaT to VT.

Love has analyzed this question and has calculated volume
integrals of different components of the effective interaction at
various energies.^ Figure 23 shows a representation of Love's
results together with some experimental data. Only the central
terms in the interactions are used in this comparison. The low
energy experimental data come from analyses of ^Li(p,n)^3e,^»^
and the 120 MeV experimental datum is from 26^j as discussed
above•

At high energy the concept of erciting Fermi and Gamow-Teller
transitions through different fĉ -iis in the effective N-N interac-
tion is on reasonably firm ground. The proton wave length is



smaller than the nucleus; the N-N cross section is near a minimum
and it should be probable for the proton to traverse the nucleus
with no more than a single collision; distortion is small; and
the momentum transfer at 0° is small. These three statements are
not true in the low energy range where the IAS transitions domi-
nate the spectra.

At low energy the Gamow-Telier peaks seem to disappear almost
completely. Figures 24 and 25 show the differential cross sec-
tions for the ground state and excited state at about 3.4 MeV in
9Be(p,n)9B for E p = 12 ̂=r\d 23 «€*=. Co _,are thU -its iig. 1.9.
In the spectrum 'for 27Al(p,n)2/Si for E p = 32 MeV only the ground
state (IAS) transition is prominent." In fig. 22 most of the
strength is in other peaks which we assume are Gamow-Teller tran-
sitioas- For .^Zr(p,n)^Nb, published spectra at Ep = 35 and E_ =
45 Me/ look qualitatively different from each other-?^ in that in
the higher energy spectrum presumed 1+ states above and below the
IAS are relatively more prominent. .

Perhaps we can understand the low energy spectra by working
downward from high energy where the interpretation seems clearer.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Even though the (p,n) reaction was recognized many years
ago as a tool for the exploration of effective interactions and
nuclear structure, its use in the intermediate energy range has
been virtually nil owing to lack of suitable apparatus.

Because the neutron is uncharged, the precision tools of
charged particle spectroscopy, the magnetic spectrograph and the
solid state detector, are not applicable. Neutrons are easily
detected by the proton recoils they produce in hydrogenous
material and by the reactions they produce upon striking nuclei.
The signals from these interactions, however, do not precisely
reflect the energies of the causing neutrons. Time of flight
where the detection signals are used as time markers rather tian
energy signals is the most successful method for mea-jring
neutron energies.

A time of flight facility* has now been set up at the
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility where a proton beam up to
200 MeV is available with subnanosecond bursts.

Even with subnanosecond time resolution, flight paths
greater than 100 m are required for some experiments as can be
surmised from fig. 26 which shows how the resolution depends on
neutron energy. Long flight paths bring on two attendant

11
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problems; It is not practical to swing the detector about the
target for angular distribution measurements, and the solid
angle subtended by reasonable sized detectors becomes miniscule.

The beam swinger solve? the angular distribution problem by
varying the angle of incidence of the beam rathe-r than the angle
of observation.

TThe solid angle problem demands JLarge_detectors, and, since
the .dimensions are so large that the_variations in trapeit time
of neutrons ~nd light within the scintillator exceed the
required time resolution, some form of time compensation is
essential. ._

We are using a compensation, scheme illustrated in fig. 27.
The origin times of the light, arrival curves for scintillations
taking place in different parts of the scintillator can be made
approximately independent of the position of the scintillation,
by tilting the scintillator appropriately. The variation of
rise time with position can be compensated by using quadratic _.._.
extrapolated zero timing. ̂  The _tilt._system is simple and allows
the scintillator to be used in an orientation in which it is
thicker than the recoil track length, so in a diagram of pulse
height vs. time from the detector, high pulse height c rresponds
to high neutron energy. This feature is particularly important
when one lea Is with the spectrum wrap-around that occurs when the
flight tima differences between the high and low ends of the
spectrum are greater than the separation of berm bursts.

Other approaches to the detector problem have been devel-
oped by other groups at ITJCF: a thin 1-i-ieeer detector followed
by a thick detector to stop the proton recoils,35 an<j a thin,
large area transverse detector with mean timing."

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The forward angle (p,n) spectra for E p <t 100 Me\ are domi-
nated by Gamow-Teller transitions, in contrast to low energy
spectra (Ep < 45 M e V ) w h e r e t h e Fermi transitions (IAS
transitions) dominate.

Prominent GT transitions are expected from a pion exchange
interaction, and it is expected that OPEP is the dominant com-
ponent of the interaction in the 100-200 MeV range.

The (p,n) reaction is a valuable probe of the effective
interaction in that the reaction cross sections to selected sta-
tes are sensitive to particular components of the interaction.
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This is being used to explore the monopole spin dependent and
spin independent parts of the interaction and will be used to
explore higher multipole components.

The (psn) reaction is also a valuable structure probe and can
be used to explore the distribution of Gamow-Teller strength. If
we gain enough confidence in reaction calculations we can deduce
GT matrix elements for nuclear excitations totally inaccessible to
beta decay. Since distortion effects are seen to be small around
120 MeV, it seems possible to learn to extract structure infor-
mation reliably.
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